FLUID PRESSURE CONTROL DEVICE

A switching valve (22) of a fluid pressure control device (100) includes a pilot chamber (22a) to which pilot pressure is leded via the pilot valve (10), a spool (36) configured to move in a valve-opening direction in accordance with the pilot pressure in the pilot chamber (22a), a biasing member (41) configured to bias the spool (36) in a valve-closing direction, and a conduction path (46) configured to lead one part of a pilot pressure fluid leaded to the pilot chamber (22a) to a drain passage (40). The conduction path (46) is configured to communicate with the drain passage (40), when the switching valve (22) moves by a predetermined stroke amount or more in the valve-opening direction.

FIG. 3
Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a fluid pressure control device including a load retaining mechanism that retains load pressure on a load-side pressure chamber of a fluid pressure cylinder.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] JP2004-60821A discloses a hydraulic circuit for controlling a boom cylinder of a hydraulic shovel. The hydraulic circuit includes a boom cylinder that extends and contracts by working oil supplied from a pump, a control valve that switches supply/discharge of the working oil to/from the boom cylinder, and a retaining valve circuit provided in a load pipeline of the boom cylinder.

[0003] The retaining valve circuit has a retaining valve and a check valve that are connected in parallel. The check valve allows the working oil to flow only from the control valve to the load-side chamber of the boom cylinder. The retaining valve has an neutral position that disconnects the load-side chamber from the control valve, and a communication position that allows the load-side chamber to communicate with the control valve. The retaining valve is held in the neutral position by a biasing force of a spring, and is switched from the neutral position to the communication position as a spool moves against the biasing force of the spring by receiving the pilot pressure.

[0004] When the operator operates the remote control valve in a state in which the boom cylinder is retained at a predetermined operation position by the retaining valve, the pilot pressure is supplied to the retaining valve in accordance with an operated amount. This causes the retaining valve to open, whereby the working oil in the load-side chamber of the boom cylinder flows to the control valve via the retaining valve. By this, the boom cylinder contracts.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0005] In a manufacturing stage of the hydraulic shovel, more specifically, in a stage in which the retaining valve is attached to the hydraulic shovel and the pilot passage is connected to the retaining valve, air is mixed inside the pilot chamber of the retaining valve to which the pilot pressure is supplied. When the retaining valve is switched from the neutral position to the communication position due to a lever operation by an operator in this state, a response delay in the movement of the spool may occur and may worsen operability of the boom cylinder.

[0006] In order to remove the air in the pilot chamber, a structure can be considered in which an orifice or a gap is provided between the pilot chamber and the drain passage of the working oil. However, with such a structure, the pilot pressure in the pilot chamber is constantly drained to the drain passage. This causes unstableness to the pilot pressure, and may cause a response delay and variable response, at a time of slight operation of the retaining valve.

[0007] An object of the present invention is to provide a fluid pressure control device including a load retaining mechanism capable of removing air inside the pilot chamber while being able to suppress an effect given on responsiveness.

[0008] According to one aspect of the present invention, a fluid pressure control device includes a cylinder configured to extend and contract by working fluid supplied from a pump to drive a load, a control valve configured to switch supply/discharge of the working fluid to/from the cylinder to control the extending and contracting of the cylinder, a pilot valve configured to lead pilot pressure to the control valve, a main passage configured to connect the control valve and a load-side pressure chamber of the cylinder to which load pressure acts due to the load when the control valve is in a neutral position, and a load retaining mechanism disposed on the main passage and configured to retain load pressure in the load-side pressure chamber when the control valve is in the neutral position, wherein the load retaining mechanism includes a check valve configured to allow the working fluid to flow only from the control valve to the load-side pressure chamber, a bypass passage configured to lead the working fluid in the load-side pressure chamber to the control valve by bypassing the check valve, and a switching valve disposed on the bypass passage and configured to switch an opened or closed state of the bypass passage, the switching valve includes a pilot chamber to which pilot pressure is leaded via the pilot valve, a spool configured to move in a valve-opening direction in accordance with the pilot pressure in the pilot chamber, a biasing member configured to bias the spool in a valve-closing direction, and a conduction path configured to lead one part of a pilot pressure fluid leaded to the pilot chamber, to a drain passage, the conduction path is configured to communicate with the drain passage, when the switching valve moves by a predetermined stroke amount or more in the valve-opening direction.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0009] Fig. 1 is a view showing one part of a hydraulic shovel.

Fig. 2 is a hydraulic circuit diagram of a fluid pressure control device according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 3 is a sectional view of a load retaining mechanism of a fluid pressure control device according to the present invention.

Fig. 4 is a sectional view of the load retaining mechanism of a fluid pressure control device according to a first embodiment of the present invention.
DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0010] Embodiments of the present invention will be described with reference to the drawings. Identical reference signs provided between different drawings will represent identical configurations.

<First Embodiment>

[0011] First, a first embodiment will be described.

[0012] A hydraulic control device 100 serving as a fluid pressure control device controls operations of a hydraulic work machine such as a hydraulic shovel. In the present embodiment, the hydraulic control device 100 controls extending and contracting movements of a cylinder 2 that drives an arm 1 serving as a load of the hydraulic shovel shown in Fig. 1.

[0013] First, a hydraulic circuit of the hydraulic control device 100 is described with reference to Fig. 2.

[0014] The cylinder 2 is partitioned into a rod-side pressure chamber 2a and a counter rod-side pressure chamber 2b by a piston rod 3 that slidably moves within the cylinder 2.

[0015] An engine is installed into the hydraulic shovel, and by the power of the engine are driven a pump 4 and a pilot pump 5 that serve as hydraulic sources.

[0016] Working oil (working fluid) that is discharged from the pump 4 is supplied to the cylinder 2 via a control valve 6.

[0017] The control valve 6 and the rod-side pressure chamber 2a of the cylinder 2 are connected by a first main passage 7 serving as a main passage, and the control valve 6 and the counter rod-side pressure chamber 2b of the cylinder 2 are connected by a second main passage 8.

[0018] The control valve 6 is operated by pilot pressure oil supplied to the pilot chambers 6a and 6b. The pilot pressure oil is supplied to the pilot chambers 6a and 6b from the pilot pump 5 via a pilot valve 10 in response to manual operation of an operation lever 9 by an operator of the hydraulic shovel.

[0019] More specifically, when pilot pressure is leaded to the pilot chamber 6a, the control valve 6 switches to position 6A. Working oil from the pump 4 is supplied to the rod-side pressure chamber 2a via the first main passage 7, and working oil in the counter rod-side pressure chamber 2b is discharged to a tank T via the second main passage 8. This causes the cylinder 2 to contract, and the arm 1 lifts up in a direction of arrow A shown in Fig. 1.

[0020] On the other hand, when the pilot pressure is leaded to the pilot chamber 6b, the control valve 6 switches to position 6B. The working oil from the pump 4 is supplied to the counter rod-side pressure chamber 2b via the second main passage 8, and the working oil in the rod-side pressure chamber 2a is discharged to the tank T via the first main passage 7. This causes the cylinder 2 to extend, and the arm 1 descends in a direction of arrow B shown in Fig. 1.

[0021] When no pilot pressure is leaded to the pilot chambers 6a and 6b, the control valve 6 switches to position 6C. The supply/discharge of the working oil to/from the cylinder 2 is discontinued, and the arm 1 is kept in a stopped state.

[0022] As such, the control valve 6 includes three switching positions, i.e., a contraction position 6A in which the cylinder 2 is contracted, an extension position 6B in which the cylinder 2 is extended, and an neutral position 6C in which the load of the cylinder 2 is retained. Furthermore, the control valve 6 controls the extension and contraction of the cylinder 2 by switching the supply and discharge of the working oil to/from the cylinder 2.

[0023] As shown in Fig. 1, when the control valve 6 is switched to the neutral position 6C while the bucket 11 is lifted and the movement of the arm 1 is stopped, force in the extending direction acts on the cylinder 2 due to the dead load of members such as the bucket 11 and the arm 1. As such, in the cylinder 2 that drives the arm 1,
the rod-side pressure chamber 2a serves as a load-side pressure chamber on which load pressure acts in the case in which the control valve 6 is in the neutral position 6C.

[0024] A load retaining mechanism 20 is disposed in the first main passage 7 connected to the load-side pressure chamber, that is, the rod-side pressure chamber 2a. The load retaining mechanism 20 retains the load pressure in the rod-side pressure chamber 2a when the control valve 6 is in the neutral position 6C. As shown in Fig. 1, the load retaining mechanism 20 is fixed to the surface of the cylinder 2.

[0025] In a cylinder 16 that drives a boom 12, a counter rod-side pressure chamber 16b serves as the load-side pressure chamber. Therefore, when providing the load retaining mechanism 20 to the boom 12, the load retaining mechanism 20 is disposed on the main passage connected to the counter rod-side pressure chamber 16b (see Fig. 1).

[0026] The load retaining mechanism 20 includes a check valve 21 disposed on the first main passage 7, and a switching valve 22 that operates in connection with the control valve 6 by pilot pressure oil supplied to a first pilot chamber 22a serving as the pilot chamber, via the pilot valve 10.

[0027] The check valve 21 allows the working oil to flow from the control valve 6 to the rod-side pressure chamber 2a, while restricting the flow of the working oil from the rod-side pressure chamber 2a to the control valve 6. That is to say, the check valve 21 prevents the working oil in the rod-side pressure chamber 2a from leaking and retains the load pressure, and keeps the stopped state of the arm 1.

[0028] The switching valve 22 is disposed in a bypass passage 23 that leads working oil on the side of the rod-side pressure chamber 2a with respect to the check valve 21 to the side of the control valve 6 with respect to the check valve 21, by bypassing the check valve 21. The switching valve 22 switches an opened or closed state of the bypass passage 23 in accordance with the pilot pressure supplied to the first pilot chamber 22a, and controls the flow of the working oil in the first main passage 7 when extending the cylinder 2.

[0029] When pilot pressure is leaded to the pilot chamber 6b of the control valve 6, pilot pressure of identical pressure is leaded simultaneously to the first pilot chamber 22a. That is to say, when the control valve 6 is switched to the extension position 6B, the switching valve 22 also opens.

[0030] Describing in more details, when no pilot pressure is leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a, the switching valve 22 maintains a disconnected state by an biasing force of a spring 24, and the bypass passage 23 is disconnected.

[0031] When pilot pressure is leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a and the switching valve 22 receives a force exceeding the biasing force of the spring 24 in the valve opening direction by the pilot pressure, the switching valve 22 opens and the bypass passage 23 is released. As a result, the working oil in the rod-side pressure chamber 2a is leaded from the bypass passage 23 to the first main passage 7 on the side of the control valve 6 with respect to the check valve 21, via the switching valve 22. That is to say, the working oil in the rod-side pressure chamber 2a is leaded to the control valve 6, by bypassing the check valve 21.

[0032] A relief passage 25 branches from and is connected to an upstream of the check valve 21 on the first main passage 7. The relief passage 25 disposes a relief valve 26 that opens when pressure in the rod-side pressure chamber 2a reaches a predetermined pressure and allows working oil to flow therethrough, and releases the working oil in the rod-side pressure chamber 2a. The working oil that passes through the relief valve 26 is discharged to the tank T via the discharging passage 27. An orifice 28 is disposed on the discharging passage 27, and pressure upstream of the orifice 28 is leaded to a second pilot chamber 22b. That is to say, the switching valve 22 also opens by the pressure of relief pressure oil leaded through the relief valve 26 to the second pilot chamber 22b.

[0033] A first main relief valve 13 is connected on the side of the control valve 6 with respect to the check valve 21 in the first main passage 7, and the second main passage 8 is connected to a second main relief valve 14. The first main relief valve 13 and the second main relief valve 14, when a large external force acts on the arm 1, release a high pressure occurring on the rod-side pressure chamber 2a and the counter rod-side pressure chamber 2b of the cylinder 2.

[0034] Next describes a structure of the load retaining mechanism 20, with reference to Fig. 3.

[0035] The check valve 21 is assembled in a body 30. The body 30 is formed having a sliding hole 30a, and in the sliding hole 30a, a valve element 31 of the check valve 21 is slidably assembled. The sliding hole 30a is formed penetrating through the body 30. One end (upstream end) of the sliding hole 30a is connected to the first main passage 7 on the side of the cylinder 2 via a plug 32, and the other end (downstream end) thereof is connected to the first main passage 7 on the side of the control valve 6 via a plug 33.

[0036] On an inner wall of the sliding hole 30a, a seat portion 34 is formed, which decreases in diameter as it progresses downstream. The valve element 31 is constantly pressed in a direction sitting on the seat portion 34, by biasing force of a spring 35 disposed between the valve element 31 and the plug 32.

[0037] The check valve 21 maintains a closed state with respect to the working oil flowing from the first main passage 7 on the side of the cylinder 2. Moreover, the check valve 21 opens when the valve element 31 receives a force exceeding the biasing force of the spring 35 by the pressure of the working oil flowing from the first main passage 7 on the side of the control valve 6.

[0038] The switching valve 22 is assembled inside the
body 30. A spool hole 30b is formed in the body 30, and a spool 36 is assembled slidably in the spool hole 30b. On a side of one end plane 36a of the spool 36, a spring chamber 38 is defined by a cap 37. The spring chamber 38 communicates with a drain passage 40 (see Fig. 2) via a drain port 39a formed in a plug 39 that screws to an opening of the cap 37. The drain passage 40 communicates with a downstream of the orifice 28 in a discharging passage 27 (see Fig. 2) and connects to the tank T.

[0039] The spring chamber 38 accommodates a spring 41 serving as an biasing member for biasing the spool 36. Moreover, the spring chamber 38 accommodates an annular first spring holding member 42 whose end plane abuts one end plane of the spool 36, and an annular second spring holding member 43 that abuts a tip surface of the plug 39 screwed to the cap 37. The spring 41 is disposed in a compressed state between the first spring holding member 42 and the second spring holding member 43, and biases the spool 36 in the valve-closing direction via the first spring holding member 42.

[0040] On a side of the other end plane 36b of the spool 36, the pilot chambers 22a and 22b are defined by the piston hole 30c and cap 44. The piston hole 30c is formed in communication with the spool hole 30b. The cap 44 closes the piston hole 30c. A piston 45 is inserted slidably inside the pilot chambers 22a and 22b. The piston 45 includes a rear plane receiving pilot pressure, and applies thrust against the biasing force of the spring 41 to the spool 36 when the rea plane receives the pilot pressure.

[0041] The pilot chambers 22a and 22b are partitioned by the piston 45 into a first pilot chamber 22a facing the rear plane of the piston 45 and a second pilot chamber 22b facing the front plane of the piston 45 and the other end plane 36b of the spool 36. The first pilot chamber 22a is supplied with pilot pressure oil from the pilot valve 10 via a pilot port 44a formed in the cap 44. Leaded to the second pilot chamber 22b is relief valve oil having passed through the relief valve 26 via the discharging passage 27.

[0042] The piston 45 includes a sliding portion 45a whose outer circumferential surface slides along an inner circumferential surface of the piston hole 30c, a tip portion 45b facing the other end plane 36b of the spool 36, a groove portion 45c formed across the front plane of the piston 45 in a radial direction, and a conduction path 46 that allows the first pilot chamber 22a to communicate with the second pilot chamber 22b. The tip portion 45b is formed having a smaller diameter than that of the sliding portion 45a. The conduction path 46 is provided pierced through the sliding portion 45a.

[0043] The conduction path 46 includes an axial direction passage 46a defined by a hole pierced through from an end plane of the sliding portion 45a on the side of the cap 44 to around a center of the sliding portion 45a towards the tip portion 45b in an axial direction, a radial direction passage 46b defined by a hole pierced through from a tip of the axial direction passage 46a in a radial direction to penetrate through the sliding portion 45a, and an air removing throttle 46c defined by a hole provided at a joining part at the tip of the axial direction passage 46a with the radial direction passage 46b.

[0044] When pilot pressure oil is supplied in the first pilot chamber 22a via the pilot port 44a, the pilot pressure acts on the rear plane of the sliding portion 45a. This causes the piston 45 to move forward, which makes the tip portion 45b contact the other end plane 36b of the spool 36 and make the spool 36 move. As such, the spool 36 receives the thrust of the piston 45 generated based on the pilot pressure action on the rear plane of the piston 45, and moves in the valve-opening direction against the biasing force of the spring 41.

[0045] When the relief pressure oil that has passed through the relief valve 26 is leaded in the second pilot chamber 22b via the discharging passage 27, the pressure of the relief pressure oil acts on the other end plane 36b of the spool 36. This causes the spool 36 to move in the valve-opening direction against the biasing force of the spring 41. Meanwhile, since the pressure of the relief pressure oil also acts on the piston 45, the piston 45 moves backwards and contacts the cap 44.

[0046] The spool 36 stops at a position in which the biasing force of the spring 41 acting on one end plane 36a is balanced with the thrust of the piston 45 acting on the other end plane 36b, and an aperture of the switching valve 22 is defined in accordance with the stopped position of the spool 36. The spool 36 moves in the valve-opening direction when the thrust of the piston 45 is greater than the biasing force of the spring 41, and moves in the valve-closing direction when the biasing force of the spring 41 is greater than the thrust of the piston 45.

[0047] The outer circumferential surface of the spool 36 is partially cut off annularly, and a poppet portion 47, a first land portion 48, and a second land portion 49 are formed in the order from the tip side in the valve-opening direction. The poppet portion 47 has an outer diameter greater than those of the first land portion 48 and the second land portion 49, and is formed in a tapered manner with its outer diameter increasing as it advances in the valve-opening direction.

[0048] The inner circumferential surface of the spool hole 30b is partially cut off annularly, and with this cut off parts and the outer circumferential surface of the spool 36, a first pressure chamber 50, a second pressure chamber 51, and a third pressure chamber 52 are formed in order from the tip side in the valve-opening direction.

[0049] The body 30 is formed having a first communication passage 53 that allows the first pressure chamber 50 to communicate with the first main passage 7, and a second communication passage 54 that allows the third pressure chamber 52 to communicate with the first main passage 7. The first communication passage 53 communicates with a downstream of the seat portion 34 of the check valve 21 in the first main passage 7, and the second communication passage 54 communicates with an upstream of the seat portion 34 of the check valve 21 in the first main passage 7. The first communication passage
The first pressure chamber 50 constantly communicates with the first main passage 7 at downstream of the seat portion 34 of the check valve 21. The second pressure chamber 51 is disconnected from the first pressure chamber 50 when the poppet portion 47 is seated on an annular projecting portion 55 projecting annularly inside in the radial direction from the inner circumferential surface of the spool hole 30b. The third pressure chamber 52 communicates constantly with an upstream of the seat portion 34 of the check valve 21 in the first main passage 7.

A plurality of notches 56 are formed on the outer circumference of the first land portion 48 of the spool 36. The notches 56 allow the third pressure chamber 52 to communicate with the second pressure chamber 51 when the spool 36 moves in the valve-opening direction. The second pilot chamber 22b is constantly communicated with the spring chamber 38 via a conduction hole 57 formed in the axial direction inside the spool 36, and a throttle passage 58. One end of the conduction hole 57 opens to the second pilot chamber 22b, and the other end is located in the vicinity of the spring chamber 38.

Here, operations of the switching valve 22 is described with reference to Fig. 3 to Fig. 5, and Fig. 6A and Fig. 6B.

As shown in Fig. 3, when no pilot pressure is leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a, the poppet portion 47 that is formed in the spool 36 is pressed against the inner circumference of the spool hole 30b, by the biasing force of the spring 41. Therefore, the communication between the second pressure chamber 51 and the first pressure chamber 50 is disconnected, and the communication between the first communication passage 53 and the second communication passage 54 is disconnected. This hinders the working oil in the rod-side pressure chamber 2a of the cylinder 2 from flowing to the side of the control valve 6 via the bypass passage 23.

As shown in Fig. 4, when pilot pressure is leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a and the spool 36 receives thrust of the piston 45 greater than the biasing force of the spring 41, the spool 36 moves in the valve-opening direction against the biasing force of the spring 41. This causes the poppet portion 47 to separate away from the annular projecting portion 55, and causes the third pressure chamber 52 to communicate with the second pressure chamber 51 via the plurality of notches 56. Therefore, the second communication passage 54 communicates with the first communication passage 53 via the third pressure chamber 52, the notches 56, the second pressure chamber 51, and the first pressure chamber 50. This causes the working oil in the rod-side pressure chamber 2a to be leaded to the first main passage 7 on the side of the control valve 6 via the notches 56.

Furthermore, by the movement of the spool 36, the opening of the throttle passage 58 reaches an expanded diameter portion 59 of the cap 37. In the expanded diameter portion 59, the inner circumferential plane of the cap 37 is formed with a larger diameter. When the opening of the throttle passage 58 reaches the expanded diameter portion 59, the second pilot chamber 22b communicates with the spring chamber 38 via the conduction hole 57 and the throttle passage 58.

Fig. 6A is a partially enlarged view showing the piston 45 of Fig. 4 in an enlarged manner. The inner diameter of the second pilot chamber 22b is slightly larger than the outer diameter of a sliding portion 45a of the piston 45. In the state shown in Fig. 6A, the opening of the radial direction passage 46b of the piston 45 has not reached the second pilot chamber 22b. Therefore, the pilot pressure oil that is leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a remains in the first pilot chamber 22a without leaking into the second pilot chamber 22b. Therefore, in this state, the pilot pressure oil in the first pilot chamber 22a does not flow into the spring chamber 38 via the conduction hole 57 and the throttle passage 58.

As shown in Fig. 5, when the pilot pressure that is leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a becomes large and the spool 36 moves to its full stroke position in the valve-opening position against the biasing force of the spring 41, the front plane of the piston 45 makes a step portion 60 formed at a boundary between the piston hole 30c and the spool hole 30b. This causes the third pressure chamber 52 to communicate with the second pressure chamber 51 with an opening area larger than that in the state of Fig. 4. Thus, a flow rate of the working oil that is leaded from the rod-side pressure chamber 2a to the first main passage 7 on the side of the control valve 6 via the bypass passage 23 increases.

Furthermore, as with Fig. 4, since the opening of the throttle passage 58 faces the expanded diameter portion 59, the second pilot chamber 22b is continuously maintained in the communicated state with the spring chamber 38 via the conduction hole 57 and the throttle passage 58.

Fig. 6B is a partially enlarged view showing the piston 45 of Fig. 5 in an enlarged manner. As shown in Fig. 6B, when the piston 45 moves to the full stroke position, the opening of the radial direction passage 46b of the piston 45 opens to the second pilot chamber 22b. This causes the pilot pressure oil leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a to be leaded to the second pilot chamber 22b via the axial direction passage 46a and the radial direction passage 46b. Meanwhile, since the flow of the pilot pressure oil is throttled by the air removing throttle 46c provided between the axial direction passage 46a and the radial direction passage 46b, the pilot pressure in the first pilot chamber 22a is maintained at a predetermined pilot pressure.

The pilot pressure oil that is leaded to the second pilot chamber 22b is leaded to the conduction hole 57 inside the spool hole 30b via the groove portion 45c formed on the front plane of the piston 45. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 5, the pilot pressure oil is leaded from
the conduction hole 57 to the spring chamber 38 via the throttle passage 58, and is discharged to the drain passage 40 via the drain port 39a.  

[0061] Here, as shown in Fig. 6A and Fig. 6B, when the stroke amount of the piston 45 becomes equal to or more than a predetermined stroke amount, the opening of the radial direction passage 46b of the piston 45 starts to open to the second pilot chamber 22b. This predetermined stroke amount is defined by a position that the radial direction passage 46b is formed. In the present embodiment, the predetermined stroke amount is set as a stroke amount slightly smaller than the stroke amount equivalent to a full stroke of the piston 45.  

[0062] Next described are operations of the hydraulic control device 100 with reference to Fig. 2 to Fig. 5.  

[0063] When the control valve 6 is in the neutral position 6c, the working oil that is discharged by the pump 4 is not supplied to the cylinder 2. Meanwhile, no pilot pressure is leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a of the switching valve 22; accordingly, the switching valve 22 maintains the disconnected state, and the bypass passage 23 is disconnected. The first main passage 7 is maintained in a state disconnected by the check valve 21. This prevents the leaking of the working oil in the rod-side pressure chamber 2a, and the stopped state of the arm 1 is retained.  

[0064] When the operation lever 9 is operated and the pilot pressure is leaded from the pilot valve 10 to the pilot chamber 6a of the control valve 6, the control valve 6 switches to the contraction position 6a by an amount in accordance with the pilot pressure. When the control valve 6 switches to the contraction position 6a, the pressure of the working oil that is discharged by the pump 4 causes the check valve 21 to open. As a result, the working oil that is discharged from the pump 4 is supplied to the rod-side pressure chamber 2a, and the cylinder 2 contracts. This causes the arm 1 to lift up in the direction of arrow A shown in Fig. 1.  

[0065] When the operation lever 9 is operated and the pilot pressure is leaded from the pilot valve 10 to the pilot chamber 6b of the control valve 6, the control valve 6 switches to the extension position 6b by the amount in accordance with the pilot pressure. Moreover, simultaneously to this, the pilot pressure is also leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a; accordingly, the switching valve 22 opens in accordance with the supplied pilot pressure.  

[0066] The bypass passage 23 is released by this, and thus the working oil in the rod-side pressure chamber 2a is leaded to the control valve 6 by bypassing the check valve 21 from the main passage 7, and is discharged from the control valve 6 to the tank T. Moreover, the working oil that is discharged by the pump 4 is supplied to the counter rod-side pressure chamber 2b, and thus the cylinder 2 extends. This causes the arm 1 to descend in the direction of arrow B shown in Fig. 1.  

[0067] Here, in the manufacturing stage of the hydraulic shovel, particularly in the stage in which the load retaining mechanism 20 is attached to the hydraulic shovel and the pilot passage 15 is connected to the pilot port 44a of the load retaining mechanism 20, air is mixed inside the first pilot chamber 22a to which the pilot pressure is supplied. Moreover, air may also similarly mix therein after maintenance and long-term storage of the hydraulic shovel.  

[0068] When the pilot pressure oil is leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a of the switching valve 22 by the lever operation of the operator in this state, the pilot pressure in the first pilot chamber 22a varies due to the volume change of the air, and may cause a response delay in the movement of the spool 36. This may cause a decrease in the operability of the cylinder 2.  

[0069] In order to remove the air from the first pilot chamber 22a by discharging the air in the first pilot chamber 22a to the drain passage 40 via the second pilot chamber 22b, a structure can be considered in which the first pilot chamber 22a constantly communicates with the second pilot chamber 22b. However, with such a structure, the pilot pressure oil in the first pilot chamber 22a will constantly drain to the drain passage 40 even after the air is discharged upon movement of the spool 36 by a predetermined stroke amount or more. Therefore, the pilot pressure may become unstable. Particularly when performing an operation such as an inching operation in which lever operated amount by the operator is minute, this may cause a response delay or a variation in responsiveness in the opening and closing operation of the switching valve 22.  

[0070] In the present embodiment, the conduction path 46 that allows the first pilot chamber 22a to communicate with the second pilot chamber 22b is provided in the piston 45. Furthermore, the conduction path 46 opens when the stroke amount of the piston 45 becomes equal to or more than the predetermined stroke amount that is slightly smaller than the full stroke amount.  

[0071] Accordingly, no pilot pressure oil in the first pilot chamber 22a is leaded to the second pilot chamber 22b at the time of minute operation of the switching valve 22 where the stroke amount of the piston 45 is small. Therefore, the response delay and variation in responsiveness are prevented in the opening and closing operation of the switching valve 22 when performing the inching operation. Furthermore, when it is not a slight operation, that is to say, when the stroke amount of the piston 45 is large, the pilot pressure oil in the first pilot chamber 22a is leaded to the second pilot chamber 22b together with the air. Therefore, the air that is mixed into the first pilot chamber 22a is discharged.  

[0072] According to the embodiment, the following effects are achieved.  

[0073] The switching valve 22 includes a conduction path 46 that leads one part of the pilot pressure oil leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a, to the drain passage 40. The conduction path 46 communicates with the drain passage 40 when the piston 45 of the switching valve 22 moves by the predetermined stroke amount or more in the valve-opening direction. Therefore, at the time of
slight operation in which the stroke amount of the switching valve 22 is small, the variation in the pilot pressure can be prevented, and when the stroke amount of the switching valve 22 is large, the air that is mixed in the first pilot chamber 22a can be discharged to the drain passage 40. Thus, air removal of the first pilot chamber 22a is possible while holding down the effect on the responsiveness.

Furthermore, the switching valve 22 includes the piston 45 that presses the spool 36 in the valve-opening direction in receiving the pilot pressure in the first pilot chamber 22a, and the conduction path 46 that allows the first pilot chamber 22a to communicate with the second pilot chamber 22b is formed in the piston 45. Therefore, the air removal can be performed without making the structure of the spool complex.

Moreover, when the stroke amount of the piston 45 reaches the predetermined stroke amount. Thus, air removal of the first pilot chamber 22a is possible while securely suppressing the effect on the responsiveness.

<Second Embodiment>

Next describes a second embodiment, with reference to Fig. 7, Fig. 8, and Fig. 9A to Fig. 9C.

In the present embodiment, the structure of a conduction path 146 differs from the first embodiment. Moreover, in the first embodiment, the conduction hole 57 that allows the second pilot chamber 22b to communicate with the spring chamber 38 is formed inside the spool 36, whereas in the present embodiment, a conduction hole 157 is newly formed in the body 30. One end (downstream end) of this conduction hole 157 is connected to a throttle passage 158 that allows the inside of the cap 37 to communicate with the outside of the cap 37 screwed to the body 30. This makes the second pilot chamber 22b communicate with the drain port 39a via the conduction hole 157, the throttle passage 158 and the spring chamber 38.

As shown in Fig. 7, the conduction path 146 is formed on the outer circumferential surface of the sliding portion 45a of the piston 45. Fig. 9A is a partially enlarged view showing the piston 45 of Fig. 7 in an enlarged manner. The conduction path 146 includes a spiral groove 146a serving as a groove formed in a spiral form on the outer circumferential surface of the sliding portion 45a of the piston 45, and a small diameter portion 146b serving as a groove formed on the outer circumferential surface of the sliding portion 45a. The small diameter portion 146b is connected to a terminal of the spiral groove 146a on the side of the piston front plane (left side in Fig. 9A). The small diameter portion 146b has a smaller diameter than that of the outer circumferential surface of the sliding portion 45a.

A cross sectional shape of the spiral groove 146a may be formed rectangular as shown in Fig. 9B, or may be formed in a V-shape as shown in Fig. 9C. The spiral groove 146a is sufficiently small in its cross section, and also functions as a throttle.

As shown in Fig. 7, when no pilot pressure is led to the first pilot chamber 22a, the piston 45 does not move. Therefore, the small diameter portion 146b does not open to the second pilot chamber 22b. Thus, the pilot pressure oil in the first pilot chamber 22a is not led to the second pilot chamber 22b.

As shown in Fig. 8, when the pilot pressure that is led to the first pilot chamber 22a becomes large and the piston 45 moves to the full stroke position, the small diameter portion 146b of the piston 45 opens to the second pilot chamber 22b. This causes the pilot pressure oil led to the first pilot chamber to be led to the second pilot chamber 22b via the spiral groove 146a and the small diameter portion 146b. Meanwhile, the flow of the pilot pressure oil is throttled by a throttle effect of the spiral groove 146a; accordingly, the pilot pressure in the first pilot chamber 22a is maintained at the predetermined pilot pressure.

The pilot pressure oil that is led to the second pilot chamber 22b is led to the spring chamber 38 via the conduction hole 157 formed in the body 30 and the throttle passage 158 formed in the cap 37, and is led to the drain passage 40 via the drain port 39a. As with the first embodiment, when the stroke amount of the piston 45 becomes equal to or more than a predetermined stroke amount, the small diameter portion 146b of the piston 45 starts to open to the second pilot chamber 22b. This predetermined stroke amount is defined by the position that the small diameter portion 146b is formed. In the present embodiment, the predetermined stroke amount is set as a stroke amount slightly smaller than the stroke amount equivalent to a full stroke of the piston 45.

According to the above embodiment, the following effects are achieved.

Since the conduction path 146 is formed on the outer circumferential surface of the piston 45, the conduction path 146 can be formed just by forming a groove on the outer circumferential surface of the piston 45 with an end mill or like device. This facilitates the forming of the conduction path 146, and allows for reducing manufacturing costs.

<Third Embodiment>

Next describes a third embodiment, with reference to Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.

In the first embodiment, the spool 36 and the piston 45 are formed as separate bodies, whereas in the present embodiment, the piston 45 and the piston hole 30c are omitted, and a spool hole 230b and a spool 236 extend in the axial direction. That is to say, the spool hole 230b communicates with the first pilot chamber 22a, and
the other end plane 236b of the spool 236 faces the first pilot chamber 22a.

Moreover, in the first embodiment, the conduction hole 57 that allows the second pilot chamber 22b to communicate with the spring chamber 38 is formed inside the spool 36, whereas in the present embodiment, a conduction hole 257 is newly formed in the body 30. One end (downstream end) of this conduction hole 257 is connected to a throttle passage 258 that allows the inside of the cap 37 to communicate with the outside the cap 37 screwed to the body 30. Moreover, in the first embodiment, the working oil that has passed through the relief valve 26 is led to the second pilot chamber 22b, whereas in the present embodiment, instead of the pilot chamber 22b, a large diameter portion 61 is newly provided, which portion is formed by annularly cutting off the inner circumferential surface of the spool hole 230b. Since the internal diameter of the large diameter portion 61 is larger than the outer diameter of the spool 36, the working oil that has passed through the relief valve 26 is constantly leaded to the conduction hole 257 regardless of the axial direction position of the spool 236, and it is leaded to the drain port 39a via the throttle passage 258 and the spring chamber 38.

Furthermore, since the large diameter portion 61 opens to the outer circumference of the spool 36, the spool 236 does not receive force in the axial direction from the working oil having passed through the relief valve 26. Therefore, the hydraulic circuit diagram of the present embodiment is shown in Fig. 14, instead of Fig. 2 that shows the hydraulic circuit diagram of the first embodiment. That is to say, the working oil that has passed through the relief valve 26 is constantly discharged to the tank T without acting on the switching valve 22. In Fig. 14, members having the same functions as those in Fig. 2 are provided with identical reference signs.

As shown in Fig. 10, the conduction path 246 is pierced through inside the spool 236. More specifically, the conduction path 246 includes an axial direction passage 246a defined by a hole pierced through in the axial direction from the other end plane 236b serving as a pressure receiving plane of the spool 236 to an one end plane 236a, a radial direction passage 246b defined by a hole pierced through in a radial direction from the tip of the axial direction passage 246a and penetrating through the spool 236, and an air removing throttle 246c defined by a hole provided at a joining part with the radial direction passage 246b at the tip of the axial direction passage 246a.

As shown in Fig. 10, when no pilot pressure is leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a, the spool 236 does not move. Therefore, the opening of the radial direction passage 246b does not open to the large diameter portion 61. Thus, no pilot pressure oil in the first pilot chamber 22a is leaded to the large diameter portion 61.

As shown in Fig. 11, when the pilot pressure that is leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a becomes large and the spool 236 moves to the full stroke position, the opening of the radial direction passage 246b of the spool 236 opens to the large diameter portion 61. This allows the pilot pressure oil leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a to be leaded to the large diameter portion 61 via the conduction path 246. Meanwhile, since the flow of the pilot pressure oil is throttled by the air removing throttle 246c, the pilot pressure in the first pilot chamber 22a is maintained at the predetermined pilot pressure.

As shown in Fig. 11, when the pilot pressure oil that is leaded to the large diameter portion 61 is leaded to the spring chamber 38 via the conduction hole 257 formed in the body 30 and the throttle passage 258 formed in the cap 37, and is leaded to the drain passage 40 via the drain port 39a.

As with the first embodiment, when the stroke amount of the spool 236 becomes equal to or more than a predetermined stroke amount, the radial direction passage 246b of the spool 236 starts to open to the large diameter portion 61. This predetermined stroke amount is defined by the position that the radial direction passage 246b is formed. In the present embodiment, the predetermined stroke amount is set to a stroke amount slightly smaller than a stroke amount equivalent to the full stroke of the spool 236.

According to the above embodiment, the following effects are achieved.

The other end plane 236b of the spool 236 receives the pilot pressure from the first pilot chamber 22a and the spool 236 moves in the valve-opening direction, and thus there is no need to provide a piston for receiving the pilot pressure. Therefore, the number of parts can be reduced.

Furthermore, since the conduction path 246 is pierced through inside the spool 236, it is possible to prevent the pilot pressure oil from leaking via the outer circumference of the spool 236 from the conduction path 246 before the stroke amount of the spool 236 reaches the predetermined stroke amount. Thus, air removal of the first pilot chamber 22a is possible while securely suppress the effect on the responsiveness.

Furthermore, since the conduction hole 257 is formed in the body 30, this allows for simplifying the structure of the spool 236, and allows for reducing manufacturing costs.

Next describes a fourth embodiment with reference to Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.

In the present embodiment, the structure of a conduction path 346 differs from that of the third embodiment, however other structures are identical to the third embodiment.

As shown in Fig. 12, the conduction path 346 is formed on the outer circumferential surface of the spool 36. The conduction path 346, as with the conduction path 146 shown in Fig. 9A, includes a spiral groove 346a serving as a groove formed in a spiral form on the outer circumferential surface of the spool 36, and a small diameter
portion 346b serving as a groove formed on the outer circumferential surface of the spool 36. The small diameter portion 346b is connected to a terminal of the spiral groove 346a on the stroke side (left side in Fig. 12) of the spool 36. The small diameter portion 346b has a smaller diameter than that of the outer circumferential surface of the spool 336.

**[0102]** The cross section of the spiral groove 346a may be formed in a rectangular shape as with the spiral groove 14a shown in Fig. 9B, or may be formed in a V-shape as with the spiral groove 14a shown in Fig. 9C. The spiral groove 346a is sufficiently small in its cross section, and also functions as a throttle.

**[0103]** As shown in Fig. 12, when no pilot pressure is leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a, the spool 336 does not move. Therefore, the small diameter portion 346b does not open to the large diameter portion 61. Thus, no pilot pressure oil in the first pilot chamber 22a is leaded to the large diameter portion 61.

**[0104]** As shown in Fig. 13, when the pilot pressure that is leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a becomes large and the spool 336 moves to the full stroke position, the small diameter portion 346b of the spool 336 opens to the large diameter portion 61. This causes the pilot pressure oil leaded to the first pilot chamber 22a to be leaded to the large diameter portion 61 via the spiral groove 346a and the small diameter portion 346b. Meanwhile, since the flow of the pilot pressure oil is throttled by the throttle effect of the spiral groove 346a, the pilot pressure in the first pilot chamber 22a is maintained at the predetermined pilot pressure.

**[0105]** The pilot pressure oil that is leaded to the large diameter portion 61 is leaded to the conduction hole 257 formed in the body 30, and is discharged to the drain passage 40 via the throttle passage 258 formed in the cap 37, the spring chamber 38, and the drain port 39a.

**[0106]** As with the third embodiment, when the stroke amount of the spool 336 becomes equal to or more than a predetermined stroke amount, the small diameter portion 346b of the spool 336 starts to open to the large diameter portion 61. This predetermined stroke amount is defined by the position that the small diameter portion 346b is formed. In the present embodiment, the predetermined stroke amount is set to a stroke amount slightly smaller than a stroke amount equivalent to the full stroke of the spool 336.

**[0107]** According to the above embodiment, the following effects are achieved.

**[0108]** The conduction path 346 is formed on the outer circumferential surface of the spool 336. Accordingly, the conduction path 346 can be formed just by forming a groove on the outer circumferential surface of the spool 336 with an end mill or like device. This facilitates the forming of the conduction path 346, and allows for reducing manufacturing costs.

**[0109]** Embodiments of this invention were described above, but the above embodiments are merely examples of applications of this invention, and the technical scope of this invention is not limited to the specific constitutions of the above embodiments.

**[0110]** For example, in the above embodiments, cases in which working oil is used as the working fluid is exemplified; however, the working fluid may be liquid other than oil, for example water or an alternate water-soluble liquid.

**[0111]** Furthermore, in the above embodiments, the spring 41 is exemplified as the biasing member, however this may be any other extendable member that can bias the spool.

**[0112]** This application claims priority based on Japanese Patent Application No.2014-205870 filed with the Japan Patent Office on October 6, 2014, the entire contents of which are incorporated into this specification.

**Claims**

1. A fluid pressure control device comprising:
   a cylinder configured to extend and contract by working fluid supplied from a pump to drive a load;
   a control valve configured to switch supply/discharge of the working fluid to/from the cylinder to control the extending and contracting of the cylinder;
   a pilot valve configured to lead pilot pressure to the control valve;
   a main passage configured to control the extending and contracting of the cylinder to which load pressure acts due to the load when the control valve is in a neutral position; and
   a load retaining mechanism disposed on the main passage and configured to retain load pressure in the load-side pressure chamber when the control valve is in the neutral position, wherein the load retaining mechanism comprises:
   a check valve configured to allow the working fluid to flow only from the control valve to the load-side pressure chamber;
   a bypass passage configured to lead the working fluid in the load-side pressure chamber to the control valve by bypassing the check valve; and
   a switching valve disposed on the bypass passage and configured to switch an opened or closed state of the bypass passage,
   the switching valve comprises:
   a pilot chamber to which pilot pressure is leaded via the pilot valve;
a spool configured to move in a valve-opening direction in accordance with the pilot pressure in the pilot chamber; a biasing member configured to bias the spool in a valve-closing direction; and a conduction path configured to lead one part of a pilot pressure fluid leaded to the pilot chamber, to a drain passage, the conduction path is configured to communicate with the drain passage, when the switching valve moves by a predetermined stroke amount or more in the valve-opening direction.

2. The fluid pressure control device according to claim 1, wherein the switching valve includes a piston housed slidably within the pilot chamber and is configured to receive pilot pressure leaded via the pilot valve to press the spool in the valve-opening direction, and the conduction path is formed in the piston and is configured to communicate with the drain passage when the piston receives pilot pressure and moves by the predetermined stroke amount or more.

3. The fluid pressure control device according to claim 2, wherein the conduction path is a hole pierced through the piston.

4. The fluid pressure control device according to claim 2, wherein the conduction path is a groove formed on an outer circumferential surface of the piston.

5. The fluid pressure control device according to claim 1, wherein the spool includes a pressure-receiving plane configured to receive pilot pressure leaded to the pilot chamber, and the conduction path is formed on a side of the pressure-receiving plane of the spool, and is configured to communicate with the drain passage when the spool receives pilot pressure and moves by the predetermined stroke amount or more.

6. The fluid pressure control device according to claim 5, wherein the conduction path is a hole pierced through the spool.

7. The fluid pressure control device according to claim 5, wherein the conduction path is a groove formed on an outer circumferential surface of the spool.
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